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Scratch Lessons:  
Make a Maze Game, Part 2

1. Go to Scratch.mit.edu.  Click “Sign in”.

2.  Enter username:  techbrarian    Password: Student1

3.  Go to “My Stuff”        to get your project.

In this lesson, you’ll learn how to get your maze runner back to the beginning when he/she hits the 
wall.  You’ll also be giving your maze runner a goal to get to: Health.  If they reach it, they will win.
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4.  Find your project and click “See Inside”

5.   Move your maze runner to the start of the maze.  Not to get too mathematical on you, but every single part of 
your maze has an exact x (left to right) and y (up and down) coordinate.   Notice that it changes when you move 
your maze runner in order to show its new x and y-coordinate.
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6. Now drag the code that makes the maze runner return back to the beginning if it touches the maze.  
Also, add the code that makes the maze runner return to its starting position when the green flas is 
clicked (when the game starts over).

7.  Now try it out!
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8.  Now let’s create a way to win.  Paint a new sprite and use the text tool to write the word “HEALTH”.
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9.  Name the costume “HEALTH”.
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10. Click “Paint New Costume”.  Use the Text tool to write “YOU WIN”.
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11.  Change the name of the costume to “YOU WIN”.
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12.  Switch back to “Scripts”.  Drag “HEALTH” to the end of the maze.

13.  Take a moment to name your sprite “HEALTH”.  Do this by clicking on the    , typing in the name, 
and then pressing the back arrow     .
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*BONUS:  See if you can make a sound happen if the maze runner touches “HEALTH”.

14.   Now, use the following code to have “YOU WIN” appear when your Maze Runner touches 
“HEALTH”.  The code also has you switch back to “HEALTH” at the start of the game.


